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Abstract
This paper examines the role of emotion annotations to characterize extremist content released on social platforms. The analysis of
extremist content is important to identify user emotions towards some extremist ideas and to highlight the root cause of where emotions
and extremist attitudes merge together. To address these issues our methodology combines knowledge from sociological and linguistic
annotations to explore French extremist content collected online. For emotion linguistic analysis, the solution presented in this paper
relies on a complex linguistic annotation scheme. The scheme was used to annotate extremist text corpora in French. Data sets were
collected online by following semi-automatic procedures for content selection and validation. The paper describes the integrated
annotation scheme, the annotation protocol that was set-up for French corpora annotation and the results, e.g. agreement measures and
remarks on annotation disagreements. The aim of this work is twofold: first, to provide a characterization of extremist contents; second,
to validate the annotation scheme and to test its capacity to capture and describe various aspects of emotions.
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1. Introduction
Social platforms play an increasingly important role in the
propagation of extremist ideas. As the growth of extremism
online continues, the ability to detect this harmful content
is paramount to restrain the spread of messages. Emotions
associated to this type of content reflect the affiliations and
aptitudes of users towards entities, events but also ideas and
give clues about their activities online.
A major barrier to the development of accurate models for
extremist content detection is the limited number or rele-
vant corpora and the absence of a reliable protocol for data
annotation. More specifically, the need for corpora anno-
tated by combining both sociological knowledge as to why
the content is extremist has also emerged.
The paper focuses on extremism analysis in French textual
contents collected on social platforms and adopts an emo-
tion annotation scheme to investigate emotions expressed in
extremist and non-extremist bodies of texts. In this work,
we show that extremist contents capture valuable emotional
linguistic signals revealing, for instance, when extremist at-
titudes are associated with fear or sadness.
Building a labeled corpus for extremism detection is not
trivial, since there is no consensus among researchers in
the field of sociology on the definition of extremist content
or the identification of its main characteristics (Alava et al.,
2020). In addition, detecting emotion in text is a difficult
task even for humans (Öhman, 2020). In order to cope with
those difficulties, we developed an approach which con-
sists of two main phases: (1) the development of a semi-
automatic procedure guided by knowledge from sociology
was implemented to create two distinct data sets containing
extremist and non-extremist contents, respectively; and (2)
the use of an annotation scheme designed to manually an-
notate emotions, where annotators identify linguistic mark-
ers that convey an emotion among a pre-defined set of emo-
tions.
Based on this combination of sociological knowledge and

emotion analysis, we are able to build a new data set, which
provides interpretable associations of emotions that high-
light differences between extremist and non-extremist con-
tents.
Overall, this paper makes three main contributions. First,
we integrate both sociological knowledge and emotion an-
notations and show that emotions annotation correlate well
with human judgments of extremist or non-extremist con-
tents. Second, we provide fine-grained annotated data sets
in french, which can be widely used for training data for
machine learning approaches and can be considered as gold
standards in text classification tasks. Finally, we carry out
a manual validation of emotion annotation and a cross-
analysis of annotation categories.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next
section discusses several related approaches and section 3.
gives a brief overview of the corpora used for this work and
explains the procedures adopted to build it. Section 4. elab-
orates on the annotation scheme used for emotion analysis
of texts and provides examples of annotations. Section 5.
discusses annotation validation and remarks on agreement
measures. Section 6. concludes and presents directions for
future work.

2. Related work
The analysis of affective states, including sentiments, emo-
tions or opinions, received attention from several research
communities, including natural language processing, socio-
linguistics and machine learning, to the extent that building
labeled data sets for training raises questions related to the
nature of emotions and the representation scheme suitable
to describe them. The section discusses several data sets
labeled with emotion types and information related to their
extremist nature, respectively.

2.1. Emotion labeled data sets
A large number of research efforts developed data sets an-
notated according to different emotion schema. Those re-
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sources can be classified into two main categories: data sets
created to linguistically describe emotions (and sometimes
also their causes) and data sets built to investigate how emo-
tions correlate with other factors.
The first category includes EmoBank, a data set released by
Buechel and Hahn (Buechel and Hahn, 2017). EmoBank
consists of 10k sentences in English, manually annotated
according to the valence-arousal-dominance model (Mauss
and Robinson, 2009). This model describes emotions ac-
cording to there dimensions: valence or polarity, arousal,
a concept capturing the degree of calmness or excitement,
and dominance, which is to say the perceived degree of con-
trol over a situation. EmoBank builds on multiple genres
and domains and the annotation highlights both the emo-
tion expressed by the writer, and the emotion perceived by
the readers.
EmoInt is another labeled data set built by Mohammad and
Bravo-Marquez (Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez, 2017)
in order to associate paragraphs with various intensities of
emotions. The collection focuses on social media and gath-
ers 7,097 tweets altogether in English. The tweets were an-
notated via crowdsourcing with various intensities of four
emotions: anger, joy, sadness, and fear, although most
tweets are annotated with one emotion.
The Emotion-Stimulus dataset was published by Ghazi and
colleagues (O’Reilly et al., 2016) in order to predict the
causes of emotions in the text. The resource consists of
1,549 sentences in English annotated with emotions and
820 enriched sentences annotated with emotions and their
causes. The set of labels includes the list of basic emo-
tions (anger, contempt, disgust, enjoyment, fear, sadness,
surprise) to which shame is added.
The second category includes research efforts intended to
investigate the relations between emotions and other fac-
tors, such as context, news, events or actions. Hence, the
Stance Sentiment Emotion Corpus, is a data set in English
released by Schuff and colleagues (Schuff et al., 2017).
The collection consists of 4,868 tweets annotated thank
to a hybrid approach mixing linguistic expert annotations
and crowd sourcing. Each tweet was labeled with multiple
emotion labels following the Plutchik’s wheel of emotions
(Donaldson, 2017). The resource has several annotation
layers, allowing the analysis of relationships among emo-
tion types.
Following a similar research line, Grounded-Emotions is
an emotion tagged data set in English published by Liu and
Mihalcea (Liu et al., 2017) in order to correlate emotions
with other factors including weather, news and social as-
pects. The collection was built on social media and consists
of 2,557 single labeled instances published by 1,369 unique
users. The set of labels includes only two emotions: happy
and sad. The resource was used in experiments showing the
role played by contextual factors in predicting emotions.
Taking a step forward, GoodNewsEveryone is a corpus
built by Bostan and colleagues (Oberländer et al., 2020) in
order to tackle emotions from a structured learning perspec-
tive. The collection consists of 5000 English news head-
lines, annotated via crowdsourcing by associating emotion
types, semantic roles capturing emotion causes, experi-
encers and targets, as well as the reader’s perception. By

adding those annotation layers, different types of associa-
tions can be further inferred, such as correlations of emo-
tions and their causes but also differences between the emo-
tions as related by the author and perceived by the reader.
Other resources develop even more complex structures to
describe emotions in text, and for example AffectVec (Raji
and De Melo, 2020) matches English words to numerical
vectors, in which a given dimension quantifies the degree
of association of that specific word with a specific emotion.

2.2. Data sets labeled for extremism detection

As shown in the previous section, annotation of emotions
in texts has extensive literature, but there are not numerous
studies considering emotions in contents dealing with ex-
tremist ideologies. More specifically, building labeled data
sets for extremism detection received little attention.

De Gibert and colleagues developed a labeled data set for
White Supremacy detection (de Gibert et al., 2018). The re-
source is in English and consists of data collected from the
StormFront Website, a main portal of white supremacists.
Although data was collected from an extremist source, the
annotation focused mainly on hate detection, and several
annotation rules were defined. For example, one rule la-
beled a text as Hate if an attack against a specific group of
individuals was mentioned; another rule annotates as Hate
any content explicitly supporting extremist ideas. The over-
all collection was annotated with a set of three labels: Hate,
NoHate, and Skip (for undetermined contents).

Another extremist data set in English was built by scrap-
ing extremist content from Twitter feeds by using known
white supremacist hashtags like white-privilege, and its-ok-
to-be-white (Alatawi et al., 2021). Three different annota-
tors annotated the collection with a set of four labels: Ex-
plicitWhiteSupremacist, ImplicitWhiteSupremacist, Other-
HateSpeech, and Neutral. Other contributions considered
the binary (Extremist/NonExtremist) annotation of online
profile, as it is the case in this study (Hartung et al., 2017)
carried out by Hartnung and colleagues to detect right-wing
extremism in German Twitter profiles.

Regarding the analysis of French contents, a first data set
for sexism detection in French is presented in (Chiril et
al., 2020). The collection gathers about 115,000 tweets
among which 12,274 are manually annotated with two main
categories Sexist and NonSexist. The annotation proce-
dure also provides a deeper characterization of sexist con-
tents, by making the distinction between tweets that are di-
rectly addressed to a target (a woman or women in general)
and tweets that report or denounce sexism experienced by
women. A review of methods and annotated corpora for
online extremist detection is presented in (Gaikwad et al.,
2021).

With this paper, we provide a data set in French anno-
tated with both linguistic and sociological expert knowl-
edge. Data was collected from Twitter and the resource pro-
vides information on right-wing extremist categories and
on emotion types. Thus it allows us to explore the relation-
ships between those two distinct annotation layers.
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3. Data collection and characterization
Collecting data sets for the specific purposes of usage-
driven approaches relies on one major hypothesis, namely
that the content of corpus is representative of the phe-
nomenon under scrutiny. The representativeness of corpus
raises methodological and practical questions, and for this
work, concepts and dynamics from sociology guided the
construction of data sets. Extremist content can be gleaned
after explicitly defining the notion of extremist or by select-
ing several sources generally accepted as being extremist.
Defining extremism in general as a process or concept, suf-
fers from a lack of consensus within the sociology field
itself (Thorburn et al., 2018). If we consider the specific
case of right-wing extremism in Europe, the features of this
ideology change considerably from one country or region
to another. Several authors pointed in to the fluid nature
of extremism and its multifaceted nature including a ver-
ity of discourses from revisionists, racists, skinheads and
extremist hooligans, nationalists or identity-based groups,
paramilitary, xenophobic or anti-migrant groups (Araque
and Iglesias, 2021). In order to avoid the difficulty of defin-
ing the concept of extremism we restricted the application
area of this study to the analysis of extremism in French
blogosphere and we also focused on information sources.
The data collection step consists at the first run on select-
ing several sources considered as extremist and collecting
streams of data released by those sources. A source can be
a user, a hashtag, a keyword or a combination of those three
elements.
Data was collected from December 2019 to December 2020
by an interdisciplinary team of researchers in sociology, lin-
guistics and computer science. The sets of data have been
scraped from various online platforms using the MediaCen-
tric tool 1. The corpus was built iteratively in an effort to se-
lect only texts which were clearly connected with a certain
ideology. The data set includes data from Twitter, forums,
and online sources.
Streams collected from different sources were merged to-
gether. Merging those contents, although provided by dis-
tinct sources, allows us to build a homogeneous corpus
according to the principle of homophily (Oussalah et al.,
2018) stating that users within a certain group setting have
a tendency to develop a similar use of language when de-
veloping the ideas of the group. In spite of using keywords,
the subject matter and the homogeneity of the corpora were
difficult to establish after the collection step, because online
users user can write about any subject.
After collecting rows of online date, several validation and
characterization steps were performed on the entire collec-
tion to ensure that data sets are relevant and to detect finer
categories of extremist contents. Those steps are described
in fig. 1.
First, the initial collection gleaned on social platforms was
manually explored by two experts in sociology (one is a se-
nior researcher in education sciences and the other one is
a post doc in sociology with a background in social com-
munication) in order to discard non-relevant contents. The
initial corpus and was further roughly divided into two sub-

1https://www.chapsvision.fr/data

Figure 1: Data sets validation and exploration

sets, having respectively extremist and non-extremist con-
tents as shown in fig. 2.

Figure 2: Extremist and non-extremist textual units

Then, extremist and non-extremist data sets were further
semi-automatically explored in the light of sociological
knowledge in order to derive specific extremist categories
from empirical data.
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Using statistical tools for textual analysis (IRAMUTEQ 2)
and tagging collected from 56 information sources we iden-
tified categories of texts based on internal similarity (lexical
similarity estimated by the tool) and external distances (se-
mantic distances estimated by the tool).
The identification of social categories was carried out by
the same team of two researchers in sociology who have
a sufficient understanding of online platforms. They were
provided with a set of symbols, hashtags and notions as-
sociated to extremist ideologies. This input was used as a
baseline to decide of which content is considered extremist
and which is not. Researchers carefully studied both the in-
formation comprised in texts and about the texts (namely
the source or keywords used to collect the tweet) to in-
fer the main category associated to the texts. They also
identified textual units carrying relevant extremist or non-
extremist contents. The length of textual units ranges from
one to eight sentences (clearly, one sentence only is often
not enough to identify extremist data).
Keywords and topics that seemed to characterize the con-
tent were highlighted and discussed. When textual units
corresponded to several categories, each category would be
indicated accordingly. When this was not the case, new cat-
egories would be proposed inductively. By following this
approach, four right-wing extremist categories were gener-
ated, see tab. 1.

Category Frequent key-words
Fundamentalists Faith, Identify, Culture, Origin

Defenders Victim, Danger, Threat, Manipulation
Nostalgics Value, Nation, New order
Fighters Fight, Conflict, Planning, Action

Table 1: Categories of right-wing extremism

At the est of this process, each textual unit was labeled ei-
ther as extremist (1), non-extremist (0) or unknown (x) by
each person involved. For the final collection, only the ex-
tremist and non-extremist textual units were selected.
The total number of textual units in the final data set is
1728, out of which 1129 were labeled extremist and the re-
maining 599 were labeled non extremist. For each textual
unit we stored the text together with the right-wing extrem-
ist categories associated to it and the binary extremist/ non
extremist distinction.

4. Emotion annotation
The annotation scheme used for this work was developed
independently of the task of extremism detection (Étienne
and Battistelli, 2021). This paragraph introduces the ele-
ments of the scheme and the annotation procedure.

4.1. Description of annotation scheme
The annotation scheme uses SitEmo units to describe emo-
tional situations, which is to say emotions expressed by lin-
guistic markers and thus spatially and temporally anchored.
SitEmo units are characterized by using 4 elements shown
in tab. 2:

2http://www.iramuteq.org/

Expression Mode Labelled, Displayed, Sug-
gested, Behavioral

Type of emotion Basic, Complex
Category of emotions Anger, Joy, Fear, Pride.

etc.
Emotion trigger Core of emotional expres-

sion

Table 2: Elements of SitEmo units

Emotion Mode indicates how the emotion is linguistically
expressed in the textual segment. The scheme considers
that emotions are expressed in four main ways: through an
emotional label, displayed by the linguistic characteristics
of an utterance, suggested by a situation or inferred from
behavior, thus values of Mode fit into four sub-types3: La-
belled, Displayed, Suggested and Behavioral.
Labelled emotions are explicitly mentioned through an
emotional label, such as happy, anger, etc.. This expression
mode corresponds to the use of emotional lexicon’s words
(Creissen and Blanc, 2017; Micheli, 2014).
Displayed emotions are shown directly through the charac-
teristics of statements, which occurs when the enunciator
experiences an emotion at the time of the utterance. The
statement then includes linguistic markers, which show that
the speaker felt an emotion and on which the reader relies
to infer the emotional state of the enunciator. According
to (Micheli, 2014), Displayed emotions can be shown by
syntactic structures, lexical marks (interjections, judgments
etc.) or typographical signs (exclamation points, etc).
Suggested emotions are inferred by the reader from the de-
scription of socio-cultural conventions associated to feel-
ings. The emotion is therefore neither directly presented,
nor translated by a behavior, nor visible in the structure
of the statement. The reader will analyze the overall pic-
ture, and this analysis serves as a support to build the emo-
tion: the emotion felt by the character (or Narrator/Writer)
is inferred by the reader based on the situation described.
(Creissen and Blanc, 2017; Micheli, 2014)
Behavioral emotions are expressed by using the descrip-
tion of behaviors or physical manifestations of the charac-
ter who feels the emotion. Affective states are often as-
sociated to a variety of behavioral and emotional reactions,
but sometimes only behaviors are reported, and the nuances
of emotions will then be inferred from their descriptions
(Creissen and Blanc, 2017).
The Type of emotion (basic or complex) and the emotional
category (fear, joy, etc.) also characterize SitEmo units.
More specifically, the annotation scheme introduces 11 cat-
egories of emotions. The list of emotion categories com-
prises the 6 basic emotions introduced by (Ekman, 1992)
and 4 complex emotions taken from (Blanc and Quenette,
2017) and (Davidson, 2006). We added a fifth complex
category, Admiration, to better balance basic and complex
emotions. Values of Type and Category elements are corre-

3The scheme was developped in French. We translate the
sub-types as follows: Désigné is Labelled, Montré is Displayed,
Suggéré is Suggested and Comportemental is Behavioral.
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lated and each of the 11 emotional categories is previously
associated to the basic or complex types, as shown in table
3.

Basic emotions Complex emotions
Anger Admiration

Disgust Guilt
Joy, Fear Embarrassment
Surprise Pride
Sadness Jealousy

Table 3: Associations of emotional types and categories

Those categories are defined in order to regroup several
more specific emotions. For example, the category Anger
can be used to annotate textual segments expressing not
only Anger but also annoyance, fury, indignation and dis-
approval.
The set of emotional categories implemented in the scheme
is not exhaustive. In order to keep the annotations in line
with the content under analysis, the unit Other can be used
to annotate segments expressing an emotional category not
foreseen by the annotation scheme.
The last element of SitEmo units is the Trigger, understood
as the core of the annotated emotional expression. The trig-
ger of emotions is the shortest segment (term or group of
terms) which, within the annotated segment, constitutes the
most salient emotional element, the one that focuses the
emotional meaning of the textual segment and thus moti-
vates the annotation. In some practical situations, several
triggers can be identified for the same SitEmo unit.

4.2. Annotation procedure
The annotation scheme was designed to be implemented
within the Glozz annotation platform (Widlöcher and Ma-
thet, 2012). Glozz was selected because it can be cus-
tomized by plugging specific annotation schemes and al-
lows linguistic annotations at different levels (words, gram-
matical categories, sentences, groups of sentences) . The
annotation starts with distinguishing a seed from a whole
sentence in terms of emotion, see fig. 3.

Figure 3: Annotation process

The basic annotation segment can be a word or a row of
several words in the sentence, including the seed, see fig. 4.
Every single seed expresses a single emotion and triggers
the creation of a SitEmo unit, although a sentence can bear

Figure 4: Examples of seeds and annotation units

multiple seeds and several SitEmo can be associated to the
same sentence.
Emotions are described from the perspective of the writer,
and the annotators need to be able to identify such emotions
within the content and to pinpoint precise textual segments
carrying emotions as basic SimEmo units.
In many cases, emotions can be clearly specified, see fig.
5 for an explicit example of Pride annotation, but in some
cases emotions are hidden and their identification is not that
simple.

Figure 5: Labelled annotation of type Pride

Fig. 6 shows an example of implicit annotation of type Sad-
ness. The type is not directly indicated in the sentence but
rather inferred from the seed catastrophique (catastrophic).

Figure 6: Suggested annotation of Type Sadness

Emotion clues are also detected by observing the behavior
described in texts, either in an euphoric manner, i.e. combat
radical (radical fight) or in an angry manner (i.e. ils militent
(they campaign), nous réfutons (we reject)), see fig. 7.
The annotation procedure identifies distinct emotions
within the sentence and explicitly annotates their modes,
types and categories. Used jointly, the annotation proce-
dure and scheme allows to built complex descriptions of
emotions, such as:

• Mode: Suggested

• Type: Basic
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Figure 7: Examples of behavioural annotations

• Category: Fear

The annotation procedure creates a fine-grained enriched
corpus.

5. Validation and first results
5.1. Validation of annotations
The task of annotating the entire corpus in terms of emo-
tions was given to three annotators: two of them authored
the paper (A1 and A2) and the other is a master student in
computational linguistics (A3). The annotation started with
a set of 267 annotations created by A2.
Two validation procedures were carried out, focusing on
two different aspects. The first question was whether an-
notators agreed on values assigned to categories of emo-
tions. This procedure is intended to validate the annotation
scheme and the number and/or categories of emotions, as
sometimes disagreement means adding emotions that are
not included in the annotation scheme. For the first pro-
cedure, the initial annotation set was reviewed by annota-
tor A1 in order to check the degree of agreement regard-
ing the category of emotions. This validation identified 37
disagreements. When a1 and a2 are the sets of anchors an-
notated by A1 and A2, respectively, the recall of A2 with
respect to A1 is given by :

Recall(A2||A1) =
|a1 ∩ a2|

|a2|
(1)

For emotion category, the value of Recall is 0.86 and fig. 8
illustrates cases that annotators disagreed on.
As shown in the examples in fig. 8, the disagreement is
related to the limitations of the annotation scheme, and
adding additional categories or clearly indicating secondary
emotions covered by categories in the scheme can improve
the agreement.
The second procedure investigated whether annotators
would recognize the same linguistic units as seeds, and
therefore triggers of SitEmo units. For this second vali-
dation, we started again with the set of annotations created

Figure 8: Examples of disagreements on Category

by A2, but in this case the corpora was reviewed by annota-
tor A3. During this revision, some anchors will be deleted,
some anchors will be validated and kept as such while other
anchors will be created if annotator A3 detects new seeds
within the corpora. The initial anchor set a2 has 267 anno-
tations, the final set a3 is composed of 563 annotations and
the number of matching a2 ∩ a3 is 198.
For the second validation procedure, we calculate
F-measure as the mean of Recall(A3||A2) and
Recall(A2||A3) to estimate the agreement of annota-
tors about linguistic emotion units and triggers.

Recall(A3‖A2) Recall(A2‖A3) F-Measure
0.35 0.74 0.54

Table 4: Agreement on emotion seeds

As shown in tab. 4, there is an important asymmetry of re-
calls Recall(A3||A2) and Recall(A2||A3), because anno-
tator A3 created a much larger set of anchors. The value of
the F-measure is low, and this value can not be improved by
adjusting the annotation scheme, since it reflects what an-
notators consider as subjective expressions in the corpora.

Figure 9: Examples of disagreements on seeds (Trigger)

Fig. 9 illustrates disagreements on seeds, caused by subjec-
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tive interpretations of the text by annotators.

5.2. Cross-analysis and remarks
The cross analysis of results was carried out by highlight-
ing the distribution of SitEmo units in extremist and non-
extremist data, respectively. As shown in fig. 10 , extremist
data contains mainly emotions of Anger (45%). The second
predominant emotion is Fear (19%) then, to a lesser extent,
we detected emotions of Sadness (13%).

Figure 10: Categories of emotions in extremist data

The most representative emotion for non-extremist data is
Sadness, see fig. 11 followed by Anger and Fear.

Figure 11: Categories of emotions in non-extremist data

Regarding the distribution of basic vs. complex emotions,
the main complex emotion detected in non-extremist data
is Pride. However, the percentage of Pride in extremist
data (5% ) is slightly higher than in non-extremist data
(4%). Moreover, Joy is approximately twice as represented
in non-extremist data (16% vs. 7% that in extremist data)
and Fear is less dominant (17 % for non-extremist data vs.
19% in extremist data).

6. Conclusion and perspectives
This paper explores some of the issues that are faced when
exploiting emotions correlated to extremist contents re-
leased on social platforms. The paper presents a French
annotated corpus in which extremist categories were origi-
nally constructed by exploring extremist contents and emo-
tion labels were provided by a linguistic annotation scheme
defined independently of this work. The manual labelling
of data sets is a labor-intensive task and semi-automatic
procedures are needed (Canales et al., 2019). For this work,

the annotation task might be made easier by first consider-
ing clusters of data sets according to sociology-driven per-
spectives and then labelling all textual units within a given
cluster based on the manual review of a limited set of exam-
ples within the cluster. Ontologies of appraisal categories
(Dragos et al., 2018) or hate (Battistelli et al., 2020) can
also be used to guide the annotation.
Future work will address training machine learning algo-
rithms for automatic classification of extremist contents
and analyze the relevance of different features for extrem-
ist content detection. We will also extend the data sets
by including new contents gleaned with additional key-
words. The annotation of this new content could give a
good overview of the robustness of the emotion annotation
scheme and can help us verify if the annotation procedure
is easily adaptable to other contents.
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